(35IO) POOL VACUUM & SKIMMER ENGLISH 7.5” X 10.5” 07/31/2006
35IO

IMPORTANT: READ AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE STARTING ASSEMBLY.

POOL VACUUM ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Assemble the shaft pieces (7, 8 & 9) by inserting them one into another. Clip the hose mount (5) on the shaft.
2. The cleaning head (3) has a plastic spring (2) that connects to the bottom shaft. Align the plastic spring located inside the
cleaning head with the holes drilled in the shaft. Gently squeeze together the plastic spring tips so that the shaft slips onto the
cleaning head and the spring "pops" into the pre-drilled holes.
3. Tie the debris collection bag (4) onto the cleaning head opening opposite from the garden hose connection, as you would tie
shoelaces.
4. Depending on the type of garden hose connect the hose to the side opposite the debris bag. May use an adaptor (1) if necessary.
Mount the garden hose on the shaft by clipping in the hose mount (5).
IMPORTANT: The flat washer must be placed into coupling before garden hose is connected.
5. The pool vacuum is now ready to use.

POOL VACUUM OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Connect the garden hose to the water spigot and turn on the water.
NOTE: The water pressure varies in each community so testing will have to be done to find the correct hose water
pressure for optimum cleaning.
2. In soft gentle strokes "sweep" the entire bottom surface of the pool liner until it is clear of debris.
3. Turn water "OFF", remove the pool vacuum from the pool, disconnect and place the garden hose in a safe area.
4. Untie and clean the debris collection bag. Allow the debris bag to air dry. Retie the collection bag onto the cleaning head.
5. Store the pool vacuum in an area where it will not be a safety hazard.

POOL SKIMMER ASSEMBLY AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. The pool skimmer uses the same shaft as the pool vacuum’s.
2. The skimmer net (6) has a plastic spring (2) that connects to the bottom shaft. Align the plastic spring located inside the net with the
holes drilled in the shaft. Gently squeeze together the plastic spring tips so that the shaft slips onto the net and the spring "POPS"
into the pre-drilled holes.
3. Gently sweep the surface of the pool with the skimmer net removing floating leaves, etc.

SAVE THIS INSTRUCTIONS
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